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The term 'Guru' is quite common in the Indian culture, but in Sikhism it enjoys a very distinct

meaning. Guru epitomizes a spiritual teacher who enlightens His disciples for their all round

development, inculcates in them devotion and Godly love, shows them a path of righteousness and

justice, heals them with the medicine of 'Naam', refines their thought processes leading them into a

state of equipoise, instills in them a spirit of service to their community and teaches them the art of

attaining liberation while leading the life of a householder. Of what form is the Sikh Guru? What are

His attributes? Is it necessary for Him to manifest in physical form? Who must Sikhs consider their

Guru? How does the Guru communicate with His disciples? What strikes the mind of a Sikh when

he hears the term Guru? Immediately the mind shoots off to the ten Sikh Gurus, from Guru Nanak to

Guru Gobind, who seeded the Sikh religion and helped it sprout into a dynamic faith that has

elevated and reformed millions of lives for more than five centuries. Of what form then is the Sikh

Guru who continues to influence the consciousness of the masses long after He discontinued His

physical presence on earth? It is vital to comprehend the meaning of 'Guru' in Sikhism. When we

say that Sikhs had ten Gurus or as the title of this book 'The Ten Gurus - Life and Teachings' does,

are we really talking about ten different individuals or about individuals at all? This Book will give

you an overview of the Life and Teachings of the Sikh Gurus. It contains short interesting stories

from the lives of Sikh Gurus from which there is a lot to be learnt and imbibed into one's life. This

book serves as a great introduction to the lives of Sikh Gurus and Hence Sikhism.
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This a great book of short stories from the lives of Sikh Gurus. These stories will elevate you

spiritually and offer you a great opportunity to witness lives lived on the principles of Sikhism. The

Sikh Gurus we no ordinary souls, they were pure beyond comparison and so reading about their

lives awards a great opportunity to be familiar with the very essence of Sikhism.The book is nicely

written and is meant to be a book of the masses. Recommended to anyone who is curious to know

about Sikhism and learn how to live a better spiritually evolved life.

It's a wonderful book on the life and teachings of sikh gurus.The book takes you on an emotional

journey of ups and downs narrating real life events from the lives of sikh gurus. Anyone wanting to

become well acquainted with the lives of sikh gurus and to know sikhism better should read this

books. The message of this book goes well beyond sikhism and is for anyone who wants to live a

spiritually better life.The book portrays very well how the sikh gurus lived lives in confirmation of

what they taught. They were not mere preachers but true teachers who practiced what they

taught.The book is an enlightening journey where you learn the core principles of Sikhism from the

real life tales of Sikh Gurus. Wonderfully Crafted Book. A must read for anyone desiring to

understand Sikhism better.

Many Sikhs would have read these Sakhis before, but it is pleasant to always be reminded about

the values and examples set by the Sikh Gurus. If you haven't, then this is a nice, simple read into

the lives of the 10 masters which gives a good insight into their lives.

Very concise yet throws lot of light on history and teachings of the Gurus. A single book with

information about all the Gurus, a very useful buy.
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